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Potential for BSM discoveries in bàc and bàs with Belle II@SuperKEKB

Introduction and Snowmass 2022 
recap. Belle II@50 ab-1 and 250 ab-1

The complex superconducting final focus is 
partially visible here (before closing the endcap).

Inside the SuperKEKB tunnel https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Snowmass+2021
Belle II/SuperKEKB Snowmass White Papers:

Three areas where BSM discoveries 
may be possible:

1. Angular distributions in BàD* l nu and 
Δ observables
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.11283 (PRD)

2. Angular distributions in BàK* l+ l- and 
Δ observables 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827
(submitted to PRD)

3. Clean NP mode, BàK 𝜈 𝜈𝑏𝑎𝑟
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080 (PRD)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.11283
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080


Belle II Physics “Mind Map” for Snowmass 2022

Dashed lines indicate extensions to SuperKEKB/Belle II that can enhance 
the physics reach of the facility. WP’s

Wealth of new physics possibilities in different domains of HEP (weak, strong, 
electroweak interactions). Many opportunities for initiatives by young scientists.

https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Snowmass+2021

Q: Is there really 
enough physics 
for 300 
graduate 
students ?
A: Yes, c.f. B factory 
experiments, >500 
papers. Most by Phd
student/advisor, 
postdoc or  small 
group.

Today, we 
focus on 
the B 
physics 
neurons.



The B factory experiments, Belle and BaBar, discovered large CP 
violation in the B system in 2001, compatible with the SM and provided 
a large range of CKM measurements. These provided the experimental 
foundation for the 2008 Nobel Prize to Kobayashi and Maskawa.

In the meantime, the LHC was constructed in 2008, ATLAS and CMS 
completely changed the nature of high energy physics. Of particular 
importance was the landmark discovery in 2012 of the Higgs boson. 

This discovery was recognized by the 2013 Physics Nobel Prize to 
Englert and Higgs.

In addition, the high pT experiments, established tight constraints on direct production 
of high mass particles (e.g. M(Z’), M(W’)>3 TeV, vector-like fermions > 800 GeV) and 
limits on SUSY. This noble search continues with the high luminosity LHC.

Paradigm shift: inspired by intriguing results from B 
factories, LHCb and the potential of Belle II, the possibility of 
finding new physics in flavor has emerged as a alternate
route to going beyond the SM.

Revisionist History and Paradigm Shift

Younger 
theorists:
Dark Sector 
may be 
another path.



What happens beyond 50 ab-1 ?

JAHEP report to 
Snowmass: Arxiv
2203:13979 

The dagger refers to a measurement in the range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c2

The “Vision Thing” for Belle II/SuperKEKB

Backup slides on e- polarization and electroweak measurements.



Now will describe some speculations about how Belle II 
might discover physics Beyond the SM (BSM)

Exploring the unknown with bàs “electroweak penguins”: 
(weak neutral current or FCNC)

Research penguin
Photo Credit: National 
Geographic

Discovering NP with bàc l 𝜈 “trees”: 
(weak charged current)

Sequoia National Forest



Belle II’s  CsI(Tl) calorimeter (~Belle with improved waveform 
sampling and timing). 8736 crystals covering 90% of the solid angle.

Recall this is
Belle II’s neutral 
detection 
superpower



0.025+-0.015+0.006

In 2008, “the K pi puzzle” appeared in Nature. 
Charged and neutral A(CP’s) for BàK𝜋 penguins differ. 
Is this a sign of new physics ? How do we tell ?

Also 
confirmed 
by BaBar

An old anomaly:



Without Belle II measurements of ACP(B0àK0 π0) , we are stuck.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.14871

Requires 
neutrals and
flavor tagging.

The isospin sum rule 
detects enhanced NP 
electroweak penguins 
in BàK 𝜋

With Belle II@250 
ab-1 , expect a 
sensitivity of 
~0.018

Michael Gronau

The isospin sum rule in the next decade.

LaThuile 2023: Belle II will report a new 
result on the B-->h h isospin sum rule.



Time Dependent Measurements at Belle II

Belle II VXD installed 
on Nov 21, 2018.  
(PXD L1 and two 
ladders of L2. and 
the SVD (4 layers))

“Pain et beurre” (i.e .bread and butter) for the B factories.

Recent time-dependent measurements from Belle II: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.12898 (CPV in b-->c cbar s)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.12791 (B-Bbar mixing)
More time-dependent papers on CPV in Bà𝜙 Ks, Ks 𝜋0, Ks Ks Ks 
at LaThuile/Moriond 2023. (See Iijima-san’s talk at this workshop).

“misoshiro and gohan” ?

LS1: A VXD 
upgrade is in 
progress

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.12898
https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.12791


The B0-anti B0 meson pairs at the Upsilon(4S) are produced in 
a coherent, entangled quantum mechanical state. 

Need to measure decay times to observe CP violation (particle-
antiparticle asymmetry). 

One B decays àcollapses the flavor wavefunction of the other anti-B.  
(N.B. One B must decay before the other can mix) [exercise: explain]

The beam energies are asymmetric (7 on 4 GeV) 
The decay distance is increased by around a factor ~7

Not to 
scale

  |Ψ >=| B0(t1, f1)B0(t2 , f2 ) > − | B0(t2 , f2 )B0(t1, f1) >

10

(Exercise: why 
is there a 
minus sign ?)



Reminder:  Quantum Mechanical Entanglement

Figure credit: V. de Schwanberg/sciencesource.com

Original 
from
Caltech 
outreach

B0 B̄0

http://sciencesource.com/


The B0-anti B0 meson pairs at the Upsilon(4S) are produced in 
a coherent, entangled quantum mechanical state. 

Need to measure decay times to observe CP violation (particle-
antiparticle asymmetry). 

One B decays àcollapses the flavor wavefunction of the other anti-B.  
(N.B. One B must decay before the other can mix) [Ans: otherwise the 
overall wavefunction is zero]

  |Ψ >=| B0(t1, f1)B0(t2 , f2 ) > − | B0(t2 , f2 )B0(t1, f1) >

12Nobel Prize for “QM Entanglement”

Ans: C=-1

Each B0-anti B0 pair is an 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 
(EPR) experiment.

Belle checked for the breakdown of QM in
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/P
hysRevLett.99.131802
https://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0702267

Q: Can Belle II do more on 
QM entanglement ?

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.131802
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.131802


Let’s review critical Belle II capabilities for flavor (B) physics
Full and equally strong capabilities for electrons and muons

Photons,  KS’s with excellent resolution and efficiency

Neutrinos via “missing energy” and missing momentum.  Hermeticity.

This is now called FEI 
“Full Event Interpretation”
and uses large numbers of 
tag modes via a BDT
(Boosted Decision Tree). 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.06096

T. Keck et al., Comput. Softw. Big Sci. 3, 6 
(2019), arXiv:1807.08680 [hep-ex].

𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑢𝑡 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝜀~0.5%



Example of a Missing Energy Decay (Bàτν) in old Belle Data 
(recorded before 2010)

The clean e+e- environment (and the CsI(Tl) crystal 
calorimeter) makes this possible.
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Possible breakdown of lepton 
universality in BàD(*) τ υ

Let’s try to understand this picture of the production process (EM) and  a weak decay

SLAC
Outreach

D or D* 

meson

Lepton: 𝜏

𝜈



BàD(*) τ υ, possible breakdown of lepton universality

Normally mediated by virtual W 
charged current.
Some BSM physics possibilities 
(leptoquarks (LQ), charged Higgs 
type 3 etc..):

Belle, BaBar, LHCb combined:
Evidence of lepton universality 
breakdown in semileptonic B decays with  
τ leptons. Last Belle measurement (2019) 
with semileptonic tags brought down the 
WA discrepancy from 4à3.4σ
LHCb update(2022, 2023)à3.2𝜎à 3.0𝜎

R(*)
D = !(B " D(*)!"!)

!(B " D(*)#"#)
This may be BSM in the weak bàc charged current

Future: Look at q2, angular distributions

See talks by Sevilla, Cornella



Evidence for BSM couplings in b→cµν ?
Page 17

Hot and fairly new clue: ΔAFB in b→c l ν (LFU violation)

~4σ deviation in Eur. Phys. J.C. 81 (2021). Theoretical
meta-analysis of  0.71 ab-1 of  Belle data from Arxiv
1809.03290 (E. Waheed et al (Belle)). 

“untagged”, no 
FEI used.

90738 signal 89802 signal

!AFB(B " D*+!") = AFB(B " D*+##"̄) # AFB(B " D*+e#"̄)
Be careful: Require q2>1.15 GeV2



We need new tools to explore BSM physics couplings
Monte Carlo Generators for BàD* l nu and BàK* l+ l- that 
allow for SM and BSM physics in Wilson coefficients. 
This will allow for new and powerful experimental analyses
of angular dependences.

Paradigm shift

Can MC this matrix element for any 
value of gL, gR, gSL, gSR

Feynman and his diagrams Wilson and his Coefficients in
Effective Field Theories



How the BSM couplings manifest in BàD* l nu, l=e, 𝜇

Even 
with NP, 
it is 
small.



Distributions in MC integrated over all q2

Guiding idea: angular
distributions and q2

are the key to 
finding BSM 
couplings in BàD* l nu



!AFB(B " D*+!") = AFB(B " D*+##") # AFB(B " D*+e#")

+ correlated angular 
asymmetries@50 ab-1

What BSM signatures could Belle II 
see in BàD* l nu at 50 ab-1 ?

Using Δ 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠
eliminates dependences on hadronic form factors



Sensitivities in Δ Observables for Belle II 
in BàD* l nu up to 250 ab-1



Correlations between angular 
asymmetries in BàD* l nu



!AFB(B " D*+!") = AFB(B " D*+##") # AFB(B " D*+e#") + constraints on NP 
coupling 
parameters@250 ab-1

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189

Plots: Quinn Campagna (Ole Miss)

Angular 
asymmetries provide 
a tighter constraint 
on NP LFUV 
couplings (right-
handed V+A, extra 
left-handed V-A and 
pseudo-scalar 
couplings).

N.B. Form Factor uncertainties cancel out in Δ variables

Note that the LFV in the ratio of BàD* l nu 
branching fractions to muons and electrons is 
already well constrained (<2%)

An important illustration of constraints on 
BSM couplings (gR and gL)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189


https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08266, submitted to PRL

https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08266


Lepton Universality Tests in bàs l+ l- transitions

“Electroweak Penguin” “Box” 

Figure credit: Scientific 
American



Possible breakdown of Lepton Universality in bàs l+ l- transitions 
by the LHCb experiment at CERN, reported in 2021.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11769, published in Nature

  RK (1.1< q2 < 6.0 GeV2 /c4 ) = 0.846−0.039
+0.042

−0.012
+0.013 <1 (lepton 

universality 
prediction)

  
RK = BF(B+ → K +µ+µ− )

BF(B+ → J /ψ (→ µ+µ− )K + / BF(B+ → K +e+e− )
BF(B+ → J /ψ (→ e+e− )K +

And thus this might indicate the breakdown of 
the Standard Model of Particle Physics (3.1 𝜎) Note: q2

= M2(l+ l-)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11769


Details in 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.09153

“Although a component of this shift can be attributed to statistical effects, it is understood that this change is 
primarily due to systematic effects,” explains LHCb spokesperson Chris Parkes of the University of Manchester. 
“The systematic shift in R(K) in the central q2 region compared to the 2021 result stems from an improved 
understanding of misidentified hadronic backgrounds to electrons, due to an underestimation of such 
backgrounds and the description of the distribution of these components in the fit. New datasets will allow us 
to further research this interesting topic, along with other key measurements relevant to the flavour
anomalies.” –CERN Courier Dec 2021

See talk by Mitesh 
Patel at this workshop
for details.



Time for a shift in thinking:
Look for lepton universality violation in 
BàK* l+ l- (and BàD* l 𝜈) angular distributions.

Use “Delta” ∆ observables (comparing electron and 
muon angular distributions) to fit for BSM Wilson 
coefficient contributions
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827

Equally strong detection capabilities for electrons 
and muons. Already publishing a number of lepton 
universality tests. Ideally suited for this mission.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827


High Energy Physics History: finding 
NP in AFB (using interference)

Conclusion from this angular distribution: There is 
a Z boson at higher energy even though colliders of 
the time did not have enough        to produce it   
(|A|2 + |B|2 +2 A* B)

s



Note that all the heavy particles of the SM (W, Z, top) enter in
this decay.

AFB(BàK*l+l-)(q2)

B

K*

l-

l+

q B

K*

l+

l- q

The SM forward-backward 
asymmetry in bàs l+ l- can arise 
from the interference between γ
and Z0 contributions. 

Forward Backward

AFB depends on q2= M2(l+l-) Can in effect
vary √s for NP



More on angular asymmetries, AFB , S5(q2)

Expect correlated 
angular asymmetries 
with sensitivity to 
BSM physics.



Published LHCb 5 fb-1 results on BàK* μ+μ- (q2)

“The P5
’ measurements are only compatible with the SM 

prediction at a level of 3.7σ…..A mild tension can also be 
seen in the AFB distribution, where the measurements are 
systematically <=1σ below the SM prediction in the region 
1.1<q2< 6.0 GeV2” (LHCb 2015 conference paper)

These angular 
asymmetries 
persist in 
2023

A different angular asymmetry, involving 𝜒 Forward-backwards asymmetry



New Physics/BSM Couplings in bàs

Ken Wilson   (”Wilson coefficients”)

The primes are 
NP right-handed 
couplings.

Feynman family and diagrams

Feynman Diagrams and 
Model Building

Effective Field Theory
àWilson Coefficients

C7, C9, C10

Paradigm 
shift



Altmanshofer, Stangel fit to all data (mostly LHCb)
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13370.pdf

New Physics Couplings in bàs

Ken Wilson

Be very careful about  New Physics (NP) 
claims, leftmost column assumes minimal
QCD, resonance effects in angular 
asymmetries and  the q2 distribution. 

C9 : 
~3.4𝜎
from the 
SM

The primes are 
right-handed 
couplings.

Feynman 
family and 
diagrams



Let’s dig in deeper to the possible BSM 
contributions to BàK* l l using our new BSM MC 
physics generator

Traditional approach to BàK* l+ l-: in data:
look at AFB and S5 in coarse bins of q2

“No one-bin wonders”.
Shifts of AFB are 
correlated with shifts in 
S5 (physics correlation)
and vice versa.



BàK* l+ l- @Low q2  (<1 GeV2): dielectrons vs dimuons

Hunting for 

dielectrons

dimuons

The “photon 
pole” dominates 
so effects are 
small

MC

!C9 = ! 0.87



BàK* l+ l- @Mid q2  ([1-6] GeV2): dielectrons vs dimuons

Multiple 
differences 
in angles and 
q2

Hunting for

dielectrons

dimuons

MC

Now the 
effects in di-
electrons and 
dimuons are 
similar

!C9 = ! 0.87



BàK* l+ l- @high q2  ([>15] GeV2): dielectrons vs dimuons

Multiple 
differences 
in cos 
𝜃(lepton) and 
q2

Hunting for

dielectrons

dimuons

MC

!C9 = ! 0.87



Hunting for BSM C7 and BSM C7
’Skip if time is 

short



The green curve is the 
short-distance bàs l+l-
contribution. The non-
factorizable phase is 
an uncertainty.

There are also 
uncertainties in 
BàK* form 
factors.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827

Alexei Sibidanov

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827


The solution to the problem of strong interaction 
uncertainties is the Delta (Δ) Observables.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827

Resonant bàc cbar s 
contributions

A Snowmass Highlight:

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827


Reminder and Motivation:
C9 : Global fit to world bàs data still gives a deviation from the SM

Estimates use pseudo-
experiments with 4-D 
unbinned maximum 
likelihood fits to 4 
variables in BàK* l+ l- to 
extract Wilson coefficients 
Ci directly from data.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189
A. Sibidanov et al.

Use q2 >1 GeV2 and 
|q2 –M2|<0.25 GeV2 and 
assume 25% Belle 
efficiency 

What about the future ?

Apres-Snowmass Bullet Point:
Use the Δ Observables in BàK* l+ l- to discover 
New Physics at Belle II without QCD and 
hadronic uncertainties.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189


Belle II Sensitivity to NP Right-Handed Currents, (C7
’) 

Apres-Snowmass Bullet Point:
Use the Δ Observables in BàK* l+ l- to discover New Physics at 
Belle II without QCD and hadronic uncertainties.

A. Sibidanov et al., https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189

Skip if time is short

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07189


Belle has tried out some of the Δ Observables with 0.7 ab-1

S. Wehle, C. Niebuhr, S. Yashchenko, et al. 
(Belle Collaboration), PRL118, 111801 (2017) 

!P" 5 = P" 5(B # K*!+!$) $ P" 5(B # K*e+e$)

!P" 4 = P" 4(B # K*!+!$) $ P" 4(B # K*e+e$)
a.k.a. Q4

a.k.a. Q5

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.111801


Belle II is gearing up for e vs 𝜇 lepton universality tests 
(e.g.  BàK J/𝜓,  𝜓 −→ l+ l- from recent data, 190 fb-1 )

Includes 
brems
recovery
for 
electrons 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11275



Regression via a 
convolutional 
neural network 
(CNN).

S. Dubey 
et al.

AI/ML and BSM Wilson coefficients

Idea: instead of 4-d 
max L fitting, 
convert the 4d 
distribution into an 
image and use 
CNNs to extract the 
BSM Wilson 
coefficient

Still work in 
progress

This is regression 
not classification 
(i.e. “dog vs cat”)

Technical point: 
Can add a 
background 
image from an 
Mbc sideband to 
the image.



:  NP without hadronic uncertainties

Note that in contrast to BàK(*) l+ l- angular asymmetries, 
there are NO “dirty” long distance (charm annihilation) 
contributions from BàJ/ψ K(*) and Bàψ(2S) K(*)

The BàK(*) nu nubar missing energy modes are accessible to 
Belle II (and Belle), but might be difficult at a hadron experiment. 

B ! K!!̄

Andrezj
Buras

For example, https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4557



“Missing Energy Decay” in a Belle II GEANT4 MC simulation

Zoomed view of the vertex 
region in r--phi

Signal: BàK ν ν tag mode: BàDπ; DàKπ

49

View in r-z

Realizing “Buras’ clean dream” in Belle II ? 



BàK ν νbar: NP without hadronic uncertainties

>>>This is one way that Belle II could discover BSM Physics soon <<<
More details in this theory paper (TEB, N. Deshpande, R. Mandal, R. Sinha):
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080, published as Phys. Rev. D. 104, 053007 (2021) 

New Technique from 
Belle II with inclusive 
ROE (Rest of the 
Event)  tagging.

An emerging anomaly ???

Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 181802, 
(2021)

Now apply to new Belle 
II and old Belle data. 
Stay tuned.

B ! K!!̄

It is quite possible that NP shows up in bàs nu nubar
and not bàs l+ l- or vice-versa

Dark matter
could also play a major role.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080


Belle II sensitivities to BàK(*) nu nubar
at Snowmass

Should be able to measure K nu nubar, K* nu 
nubar, q2 spectra and K* polarization.

Snowmass proceedings: https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.06307 

See talk by Prof. Rusa Mandal at this workshop 
for theoretical aspects.



• Quantum mechanics, entanglement, symmetry and symmetry 
breaking are at the heart of the particle physics in Belle II

• Belle II is exploring BSM Physics on the Luminosity or Intensity 
Frontier. This is different from the LHC high pT program

• Will BSM physics appear in angular asymmetries in BàD* l 𝜈
or BàK* l+ l- and/or perhaps in BàK(*) 𝜈 𝜈𝑏𝑎𝑟 ?

Belle II Executive Summary for Snowmass (high energy physics 
for the next decade) https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.10203

Opportunities for BSM Physics Discoveries 
with Belle II@SuperKEKB

Some new ideas for BSM discoveries at Belle II
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080 (PRD)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827 (submitted to PRD)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.11283 (PRD)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06827
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.11283


Backup slides



Acknowledgments:



EVTGEN input for BàD* l nu MC



EVTGEN input for BàK* l+ l- MC



Definitions of asymmetries in BàK* l+ l-



From December 2021 SCIENCE magazine article by A. Crivellin
and M. Hoferichter.

Belle II’s Strong  and Unique Capabilities 
for New Physics and resolution of HEP 
Anomalies:

Belle II’s unique inclusive and missing energy capabilities.
The current WA for BàK nu nubar (2.4 +-1.1) SM.

!AFB(B " D*+!") = AFB(B " D*+##") # AFB(B " D*+e#")

!AFB A 4\sigma deviation from the SM is 
found in Belle data (0.71 ab-1)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.02094

Belle II; Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 181802 (2021)

Eur. Phys. J.C. 81 
(2021).

Conclusion I: Here are some examples of  how Belle II 
might find BSM Physics in the coming years.

But these modes require lots of data….”There is no royal 
road to new physics” (to paraphrase Euclid).



From December 2021 SCIENCE magazine article by A. Crivellin
and M. Hoferichter.

Belle II can contribute to the resolution 
of the Cabibbo Angle Anomaly (CAA)But wait there’s more…..

There is a ~3𝜎 discrepancy 
between |Vus |measured from tau 
and kaon semileptonic decays. 
Belle II will measure |Vus |in  
inclusive tau decays to high 
precision

A major supporting role of Belle II in the 
resolution of two more of the other HEP 
anomalies.

The CAA could be another hint of lepton 
flavor universality violation



From December 2021 SCIENCE magazine article by A. Crivellin
and M. Hoferichter.

Belle II can contribute 
to g-2 (See talk by A. Vossen)

+But wait there’s still more…..

Belle II can measure the cross-section for 
e +e-à𝜋 𝜋 vs sqrt(s) and reduce the 
hadronic vacuum polarization error in g-2 
(dominant theory uncertainty). This could 
help to determine whether there really is  
New Physics in g-2 (muon).

A major supporting role of Belle II in the 
resolution of two more of the other major 
HEP anomalies 

KLOE and 
BaBar
data 
disagree



Example from BaBar



BàK nu nubar candidates: pT(K) distribution in 
BDT2 bins

! = [4.2+2.9+1.8
!2.8!1.6] " SM

There is an excess from a 2D 
histogram fit, which corresponds to 

B ! K!!̄
inclusive ROE (Rest Of the Event) tagging 



Snowmass 2022 (International Physics Rodeo)

N.B. Snowmass was just held in Seattle, Washington in summer of 2022. The last 
one was held in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 2013. It is unlikely that there will ever 
be another month-long planning meeting in Snowmass, CO.

Scenes from the actual Snowmass Rodeo in Colorado

Historical note: Young(ish) Scientist Pier Oddone (originally from 
Peru/Italy) introduced the concept and first proposal for an asymmetric 
energy B-factory to the broad HEP community at a Snowmass in 1988.

To plan the high energy physics discoveries for the next decade.



A unique contribution of Belle II to testing the K π isospin sum rule

Details in https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.14871



BàK ν νbar: NP without hadronic uncertainties !

This is one way that Belle II could discover New Physics soon. For example: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080, Phys. Rev. D. 104, 053007 (2021) 

New Technique from Belle II with 
inclusive ROE (Rest of the Event)  
tagging improves sensitivity.

An emerging anomaly ???

Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 181802, (2021)

B ! K!!̄

But it is also possible that NP shows up only in bàs l+ l- but not in 
bàs nu nubar or vice-versa. The two classes of EWPs are related 
but distinct.

Andrezj
Buras

4% experimental error on BàK* ν 𝜈𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝐼𝐼@250 𝑎𝑏-1

Width of SM band is FF 
uncertainty

“Note there are 
no charm loops here”-
Wolfgang  A.

Dark matter could also play a major role.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.01080


“Radiative Penguin”
“Gluonic Penguin”

Recap: 



A “Golden” CP 
Eigenstate

Figure credit: Physics Today

Test with 17% of the 
Phase 3 data sample.

Observation of BàJ/ψ KS and the road to CPV

Now apply a 
simplified 
analysis: 
1) Only one CP 

eigenstate
2) No beam 

spot 
constraint

3) Flavor 
tagging does 
not separate 
r-bins

 
Δt ≈ Δz

βγ

Nsig=328+-20

  B
0 → f  ; B0 → B0 → f



This is a flavor-specific B decay mode with a charged track 
topology similar to the BàJ/ψ KS signal.

B0àD- π+ is not self-conjugate and is not a CP eigenstate
(but can be used to check time-dependence of B-Bbar
mixing).

Start with a B0 (wait a while, 
~a few x 10-12 sec).

There is a large probability that 
the B0 will turn into its anti-
particle, an anti-B0 (discovered 
by ARGUS at DESY in 1987)

Nsig=2240+-50

The variable on the x-axis is beam-constrained mass (CM energy/2 or 
beam energy is used instead of reconstructed energy









Motivation for semileptonic decays: Vcb , Vub

Tensions persist between 
exclusive and inclusive
(e+e-) measurements of
fundamental CKM 
elements |Vcb|, |Vub|

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature22346
Figure credit:

a) Purely leptonic decays e.g. 
B+ àτ+ ν

b) Semileptonic decays e.g.
BàD(*) τν or BàD(*) l ν
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More on angular asymmetries, AFB , S5(q2)

AFB depends on q2= M2(l+l-) 

Can in effect 
vary √s for NP

The “zero-crossing” of AFB depends only on a ratio of 
form factors and is a relatively clean observable.

G. Burdman, Phys.Rev. 
D57 (1998) 4254 
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Prepared by D. 
Straub et al. for 
the Belle II 
Physics Book 
(edited by P. 
Urquijo and E. 
Kou)

Belle II can do 
both inclusive
and exclusive. 
Equally strong  
capabilities for 
electrons and 
muons.

NP in bàs l+l-

New Physics Wilson Coefficient for muonsN
P 
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• Goal is ~70% polarization with 80% polarized source (SLC had 75% 
polarization at the experiment)

• Electron helicity would be chosen randomly pulse-to-pulse by controlling 
the circular polarization of the source laser illuminating a GaAs 
photocathode (similar to SLC source)

• Inject vertically polarized electrons into the High Energy Ring (HER) - needs 
low enough emittance source to be able to inject.

• Rotate spin to longitudinal before IP, and then back to vertical after IP 
using solenoidal and dipole fields – recent studies have demonstrated 
feasibility

• Use Compton polarimeter to monitor longitudinal polarization with <1% 
absolute precision, higher for relative measurements (arXiv:1009.6178) -
needed for real time polarimetry – similar to HERA and EIC technologies.

• Use tau decays to obtain absolute average polarization at IP – BABAR
analysis demonstrates 0.5% precision (see C. Miller, Lake Louise Winter Institute 
2022)

Upgrading SuperKEB with Polarized Electron Beams:
“Chiral Belle” uses Belle II with L-R polarized SuperKEKB



“Chiral Belle II” -> Left-Right Asymmetries
•Measure difference between cross-sections with left-handed 
beam electrons and right-handed beam electrons
•Same technique as SLD ALR measurement at the Z-pole 
giving single most precise measurement of :

sin2qeff
lepton = 0.23098±0.00026

•At 10.58 GeV, polarized e- beam yields product of the neutral 
axial-vector coupling of the electron and vector coupling of 
the final-state fermion via  Z-g interference:

(for s-channel Born)  
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Warning: 
Does not 
include CDF 
2022 W mass 
update.

Belle II/SuperKEKB with a polarized e- beam can address 
this long-standing electroweak discrepancy and hint of NP



• Left-Right Asymmetries (ALR) yield high precision measurements of the 
neutral current vector couplings (gV) to each of accessible fermion flavor, f 
:

• beauty (D-type)
• charm (U-type)

T3 = -0.5 for charged leptons and D-type quarks
+0.5 for neutrinos and U-type quarks

(as well as for 3 charged leptons and light quarks)
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A New Path for Belle II Discovery in a Precision 
Neutral Current Electroweak Program with Heavy Quarks

Steve Weinberg



Projections of b-quark and c-quark
Neutral Current Vector Coupling 

Sensitivities
with 70% polarized e- beam

UNPRECEDENTED PRECISION

Unique Access to New Physics in bottom-to-charm Neutral Current 
Vector Coupling Universality Ratio via ALR (b-bbar)/ ALR (c-cbar)

1 - Physics Report Vol 427, Nos 5-6 (2006), ALEPH, OPAL, L3, DELPHI, SLD
sin2 QW - all LEP+SLD measurements combined WA = 0.23153 ± 0.00016
sin2 QW - Chiral Belle combined leptons with 40 ab-1 have error ~current WA

Final State 
Fermion

SM World 
Average1   

Chiral Belle 20 
ab-1

Chiral Belle 
50 ab-1

Chiral Belle 
250 ab-1

gv
f (MZ) gv

f (MZ) s (gV
f) or 

s(gV
b/ gV

c)
s (gV

f) or 
s(gV

b/ gV
c)

s (gV
f) or 

s(gV
b/ gV

c)

b-quark -0.3437 -0.322 ±0.0003(stat) 
±0.0017(sys)

±0.0002(stat) 
±0.0017(sys)

±0.00009(stat) 
±0.0017(sys)

(eff.=0.3) ± .00049 ±0.0077 ±0.0017(total) ±0.0017(total)±0.0017(total)
2.8𝜎 tension Improves x 4 Improves x 4 Improves x 4

c-quark 0.192 0.1873 ±0.0006(stat) 
±0.0009(sys)

±0.00035(stat
) ±0.0009(sys)

±0.00016(stat) 
±0.0009(sys)

(eff.=0.3) ± .0002 ±0.0070 ±0.0011(total) ±0.0010(total)±0.0009(total)
Improves x 7 Improves x 7 Improves x 8

gV
b /gV

c -1.7901 -1.719 ±0.0058     
(stat ~ total)

±0.0034      
(stat ~ total)

±0.00015    
(stat ~ total)

Ratio ± .0005 ± .082 Improve x 14 Improve x 
24 Improve x 53

Relative 
error:

0.18% 4.8% 0.32% 0.19% 0.09%

bottom-to-charm
UNIVERSALITY  RATIO

Beam Polarization 
(dominant systematic)

cancels in the ratio

⟩

Get 
stuck at 
~20 ab-1

Use the 
ratio



https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10567
Outcome of the B2TIP (Belle II Theory Interface) Workshops (2014-2018)
Emphasis is on New Physics (NP) reach.

Strong participation from theory community, 
lattice QCD community and Belle II experimenters.
689 pages, published by Oxford University Press

Some updates in
Belle II Physics Program White Paper 
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin/Snow
mass2021/BelleIIPhysicsforSnowmass.pdf

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10567
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin/Snowmass2021/BelleIIPhysicsforSnowmass.pdf
https://www.slac.stanford.edu/~mpeskin/Snowmass2021/BelleIIPhysicsforSnowmass.pdf

